
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
   

Syniverse Roaming Services Optimizes  
Revenue Generation and Mobile Roaming Experience 

 
Syniverse Offers Tailored Options for Mobile Operators  

to Handle Uptick in Travel by Mobile Users 
  

TAMPA, Fla. – June 3, 2021 – Syniverse today announced it is helping mobile network 
operators (MNOs) handle the resumption of travel by mobile users through a variety of services 
optimized for roaming capabilities. Syniverse Roaming Services empowers MNOs to right size 
their mobile offering ranging from a roaming business assessment to a fully managed service. 
 
With more than half of travelers surveyed stating they already have or plan to rebook canceled 
trips in 2021, MNOs must be ready for the uptick in roaming that will be cause by the uptick in 
mobile users roaming outside of their home markets. 
 
The Syniverse Roaming Services leverage analytics to identify risks to revenue, including 
connection errors, and revenue leakage from issues such as non-established roaming 
agreements with failed connections. The Syniverse roaming management service also grows 
roaming revenues and safeguards the mobile user experience. 

 
Syniverse has more than three decades of experience in the roaming business, making the 
company familiar with the numerous pain points and solutions within the industry for all MNOs. 
 
Liberty Latin America, a leading communications company operating in more than 20 countries 
across Latin America and the Caribbean, is using Syniverse Roaming Services to help deliver a 
differentiated and superior quality of roaming experience for mobile users.  
   
CLICK TO TWEET: .@Syniverse provides #roaming management services to help 
@libertylatam & other #mobileoperators handle uptick in travel by mobile users in 
#LatinAmerica, #Caribbean & worldwide. #syniverse #libertylatinamerica https://bit.ly/34CGwsc  
 
Supporting Quotes 

• Eduardo Gandarilla, Head of Sales and Marketing, Wholesale Networks, Liberty 
Latin America 
“By using Syniverse’s hands-on roaming services, Liberty Latin America is able to 
identify gaps in revenue caused by mobile operators trying and failing to connect into our 
network. The collaboration with Syniverse has allowed us to continue to provide 
comprehensive roaming services and focus our time on other aspects of the business.” 

 
• Bob Chiodo, General Manager of Americas Carrier, Syniverse 

“Mobile network operators need to be ready to handle the influx of roaming revenue as 
business and personal travel becomes possible once more. Our Syniverse Roaming 
Services also helps mobile operators like Liberty Latin America to focus more of their 
resources on other strategic services they want to provide to their customers.” 
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• [Image] Liberty Latin America logo 
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Supporting Resources  

• Read about Liberty Latin America. 
• Read about Syniverse.   
• Read and subscribe to the Syniverse Blog.  
• Read and subscribe to Syniverse news releases.  
• For more information about Syniverse’s news and activities, follow the company 
on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.   

  
About Syniverse  
At Syniverse, we make mobile work better and revolutionize how mobile network operators and 
businesses engage with their customers and employees. For decades, we have delivered the 
innovative software and services that transform mobile experiences and power the planet. Our 
secure global network reaches almost every person and device on Earth. Our communications 
platform is industry-recognized as the best of its kind. Which is why the most recognizable 
brands—nearly every mobile communications provider, the largest global banks, the world’s 
biggest tech companies, and thousands more—rely on us to shape their future.  
 
About Liberty Latin America 

Liberty Latin America is a leading communications company operating in over 20 countries 
across Latin America and the Caribbean under the consumer brands VTR, Flow, Liberty, Más 
Móvil, BTC, UTS and Cabletica. The communications and entertainment services that we offer 
to our residential and business customers in the region include digital video, broadband internet, 
telephony and mobile services. Our business products and services include enterprise-grade 
connectivity, data center, hosting and managed solutions, as well as information technology 
solutions with customers ranging from small and medium enterprises to international companies 
and governmental agencies. In addition, Liberty Latin America operates a sub-sea and 
terrestrial fiber optic cable network that connects over 40 markets in the region. Liberty Latin 
America has three separate classes of common shares, which are traded on the NASDAQ 
Global Select Market under the symbols "LILA" (Class A) and "LILAK" (Class C), and on the 
OTC link under the symbol "LILAB" (Class B). 
 

#  #  #  
  
For more information, contact:  
Kevin Petschow  
kevin.petschow@syniverse.com  
+1.813.637.5084  
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